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We consider the nonlinear Hill’s equation with periodic forcing term 
-~n+BxZn+’ +(a, +Ea(f)).x=p(f), n> 1, 
where a(r) and p(t) are continuous and l-periodic, a, and /I are positive constants, 
and E is a small parameter. The purpose of this paper is to prove that all solutions 
of the above-mentioned equation are bounded for I E R and that there are infinitely 
many quasi-periodic solutions and an infinity of periodic solutions of minimal 
period m, for each positive integer m. lc 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonlinear Hill’s equation with periodic forcing term 
5” + px2” + ’ + (a, + df)b = p(t), n2 1, (1.1) 
where a(t) and p(r) are continuous and l-periodic functions in t E R, a, and 
/I are positive constants, and E is a small parameter. 
In some special cases, many authors have discussed the above equations. 
For example, the works Cl-33 dealt with the case /I = 0 and p(t) = 0, 
and R. Dieckerhoff and E. Zehnder [4] proved that all solutions of (1.1) 
are bounded, when a(t) and p(t) are smooth functions. 
Tongren Ding [S] proved that all solutions of (1.1) are bounded when 
a(t) = 0 and p(t) is an even or odd continuous periodic function. 
Liu Bin [63 proved that each solution of (1.1) is bounded for l E R when 
E = 0 and p(t) is a continuous periodic function. 
Using the method developed in [4] with minor modifications, we have 
proved in this paper that all solutions of (1.1) are bounded if a(t) and p(t) 
are continuous periodic functions. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorems: 
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THEOREM 1. There is an E,, > 0 such that for all E, 0 <E <Ed, every 
solution x(t) of the nonlinear Hill equation 
x”+x*“+‘+(a,+&a(t))x=p(t) (l-2) 
is bounded; i.e., x(t) exists for all t E R’ and 
sup (Ix(t)1 + I-u’(t)l) < a. 
/ER’ 
THEOREM 2. There is a large constant co* > 0 and a small constant co > 0 
such that for every irrational number co > co* satisfying 
10 - P/41 ’ (l/2) 141 -2-67 
for all integers p and q # 0 with some 6 > 0, there is a quasi-periodic solution 
of (1.2) having frequencies (co, 1) when 0 <E < Ed; i.e., there is a smooth 
function F(tI, , t3,) of period 1 with respect to 8, as well as t12, such that 
x(t) := f(O, + cd, 8, + t), 
is a solution of Eq. (1.2). 
THEOREM 3. For every integer m > 1, there are infinitely many periodic 
solutions of (1.2) having minimal period m for 0 < E -c Ed. 
Remark. It is easy to transform Eq. (1.1) into (1.2) by changing the 
variable x. 
II. ACTION AND ANGLE VARIABLES 
Consider the equation: 
x” + x Zn+l=o 
Introducing x’= y, we have the vector field 
x’ = y, I”= -X*n+‘, 
which is a time-independent Hamiltonian system on R*; i.e., 
X, : x’ = ah(x, y )@y, y’ = -ah(x, y)/ax, 
where 
(2.1) 
h(x, y) = (l/2) y2 + (1/2(n + 1))~~” + 2. 
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Clearly, h is positive on R’ except at the only equilibrium point 
(x, v) = (0,O) where h = 0. All the solutions of (2.1) are periodic with 
period tending to zero as h = E tends to infinity. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (2.1) wirh h(x(t), 
y(t)) = E and assume the minimal period of (x(r), y(t)) is T(E). Then 
T(E)+0 as E-+ a~. 
ProoJ See [4]. 
Suppose (C(t), S(t)) is the solution of (2.1) satisfying the initial condi- 
tion: (C(O), S(0)) = (1,O). Let T,, > 0 be its minimal period. 
From Eq. (2.1), we can find that C(r) and S(t) satisfy 
(i) c(t),s(t)~C~(R), and s(t+T,,)=S(t),C(t-t-T,)=C(t) with 
C(0) = 1, S(0) = 0; 
(ii) @(t)=S(t), S’(r)= -[C(t)]‘“+‘; 
(iii) (n + l)[S(t)]‘+ [C(f)]2”+2 = 1; 
(iv) C(-t)=C(t),S(-t)= -s(t). 
The action and angle variables are now defined by the map Y: 
R+ xS’ + R2J {0}, where (x, y)= Y(p, 0) with p>O and 13 (mod 1) is 
given by the formula: 
where 
Y: x = azpaC(OT,), y = dp”S( BT,), (2.2) 
u= l/(n+2), p=1-a, a = l/(aT,). 
We claim that Y is a symplectic diffeomorphism from R+ x S’ onto 
R2\ (0 }. Indeed, using the Jacobian determinant A of ‘Y one finds by (iii) 
Id] = 1, so that !P is measure-preserving. Moreover, since (S, C) is a 
solution of a differential equation having T, as its minimal period, one 
concludes that Y is one-to-one and onto. This proves the claim. 
In the new coordinates, the Hamiltonian function 
h(x, y) = (l/2) J’* + (1/(2n + 2)) x2”+‘, 
becomes 
ho Y(p, O)=d.pZP=h,(p), (2.3) 
where d = a28/(2n + 2), which is independent of the angle variable 8, so that 
system (3.1) becomes very simple in the (p, 0)-plane: 
8’ = ah,lap =2pd. p2fl~ 1, pl= - ah,jae =0. (2.4) 
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The full equation (1.2) has the Hamiltonian function: 
h(x,y,t)=(1/2)y2+(1/(2n+2))x2”+2+(1/2)a,x2 
+(1/2)&a(r)x2-xp(t), (2.5) 
and, under the symplectic transformation Y, it is transformed into the 
following form: 
h,(p, 8, t) = d.p2B + (l/2)@, + w(t)) u2”p2”c2(eT,) 
- a*p”C( 8T,) p(t). (2.6) 




p’= -ah,/ae= -(u,+&u(t)) Tou2”p2”C(eTo)S(eTo) 
(2.7) 
+ T,,uapJLC2” + ‘(Or,,) p(t). 
We shall transform this system, for large p, into a simpler system, in 
which the O-depending terms are small. To this end, an iterate sequence of 
finitely many canonical transformations of R+ x S’, which are independent 
of time t, will be carried out in the next section. 
III. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
First, for a given constant r, we introduced a space of functions, denoted 
by P(r), in the following 
DEFINITION. For a given constant r, f(A, 0)~ P(r) if fo Cx(Rf x S’) 
and, for all nonnegative integers j and 1, we have 
where 5, are some positive constants. 
LEMMA 2. The following conclusions hold true: 
(i) ifr, <r2, then P(r,)cP(r,); 
(ii) iff El’(r), then (D’,) f EP(r-j); 
(iii) iff,EP(r,) and f2EP(r2), then f, .f2eP(r, +r,); 
(iv) iff E P(r) satisfies I f(A, .)I 2 d’for 12 A,,, then l/f e P( -r). 
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Proof See [4, 61 for the details. 
For f~ P(r), denote the mean value over th &variable by [f]; i.e., 
If A0 > 0, then define the domain 
A[&] = {(A,& t)l121,and (0, t)~ T*}. 
Note that A[&] c R + x S’ x S’. 
PRoposrT10~ 1. Lef 
H=p”+h,bA Q)+h,(p, 0, t)+h,(p, 8, t), 
whereh,EP(b),h2EP(b),andh,EP(c).Assumethata>1,bca,andc<a. 
Then there is a canonical diffeomorphism Y independent of t, 
y:P=P+wL,4), 0 = 4 + Q, 4), 
where UEP(l-(a-b)) and VEP(-(a-b)), such that A[p+]c 
!P(A[p,]) c A[p(_ 1, for some large p- < ,uO < p + . Moreover, the trans- 
formed Hamiltonian function is of the form 
H=P” + h4 + &(P. 4, t) +&CL, 4, t) + R 
where hl,h,~P(b), h,~P(c), and REP(b-(a-b)). 
Proof: Let S= S(p, 0) and c < b, so that a mapping (p, 0) H (p, 4) is 
implicitly defined by 
YI p =p+asfae, 4=e+aslap. (3.1) 
We claim that Y is a canonical transformation, which yields 
H(P,~, t)= (p+asjae)=+ h,(p+ as/ae,e)+ h2(p+ asjae,e, t) 
+ h,b + asm, 8, 0. (3.2) 
where 0 = f?(p, 4). 
By Taylor’s formula we can write 
H(P, 8, t) = ,U=Q + UP”- 1 as/se + h,(p, e) + hZ(p + as/se, 8, t) 
+h,(p+ asfae, 8, t) + R, (3.3) 
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where 
R= ‘(1-~)a(a-1)(~+~~S/~~)~~‘(~S/~~)’~~ I 0 
+ j ’ ah ,/ap(p + t aslae, e) aslae dT. 
0 
(3.4) 
We now determine S from the equation 






w4 e, t) = pa + [h, I+ h,(p + aslae, 8, t) + h,cpas/ae, 8, t)+ R, (3.7) 
where 8 = O(p, 4). 
In order to show Proposition 1, we first prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let S be defined by (3.6). Then formula (3.1) defines a 
symplectic dlfferomorphism Y, independent of time t, of the form 
y:P=P++(I(P,4), e=d+ vw), 
with UeP(l-(a-b)) and VEP(-(a-b)). 
Proof See [4]. 
For the transformed Hamiltonian function H now expressed in the 
variables p and 4, using (3.6) and (3.7), we get 
where 
H=P+ Chil +bc, 4, t)+bL, 4, t)+ R, (3.8) 
and 
fi,b, 4, t) = h,b + awe, 4 + v, t) 
b4 94 t) = hh + awe, 4 + v, t) 
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with e=q5+ Vand R=R,+R, with 
R, = s’ a(a - l)(l - t)(p + t ~S/C?~)~-‘(C%/~~) dz, 
0 
and 
R, = j1 ah, /ap(p + 5 asjae, e) asjae dT. 
0 
Note that U = as/a& Then we can prove the following 
LEMMA 4. Let R 1, R,, and h, be defined as above. Then 
(i) R, E P(b - (a-b)); 
(ii) R,EP(b-(a-b)); 
(iii) A2 E P(b); 
(iv) h3 P(c). - E 
Hence, REP(b-(a-b)). 
Proof: See [4,6] for the details. 
Finally, using Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 together with (3.7), we have thus 
completed the proof of Proposition 1. 
IV. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
If H satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 1, then for any given 
number d< 0, there is an integer j = j(u, b, c) so that after j successive 
applications of Proposition 1, we find a new Hamiltonian function H with 
perturbation term R belonging to P(bj) with bj< d. We shall make the 
number j of steps needed precisely for our special case (1.2). In this case, 
the corresponding Hamiltonian function becomes 
H(A, 8, t)=d.A28+h,(R, O)+zh,(l, 0, t) 
- dAac(eT,) P(t), (4.1) 
where h,, h, E P(b), b = 2a, c1= l/(n + 2), B = 1 -u, and a = l/(crT,). 
It follows from 1 < 28 c 2 and b < 28 that the assumptions of Proposi- 
tion 1 are met. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let H be as in (4.1). Then there is a canonical transfor- 
mation 
Y=Yj.Yjyi*~ .““Y,, 
with A[p+]c Y(A[p,])cA[p-] for some p- <pO<p+, which trans- 
forms the Hamiltonian system X, into !P*(X,) = XA with 
fi(p, 8, t) = d-p2s + h,(p) + E&, 0, t) + h,(p, 8, t) + R, (4.2) 
where h,(p) E P(b), h,(p, 0, t) E P(b), h,(p, 8, t) E P(a), and RE P( -a). 
ProoJ: Application of Proposition 1 j times leads to a perturbation 
term RE P(bj) with 
b,=b,_,-(a-b,-,); i.e., bj - a = 2(bj- , - a) 
and b,=b-(a-b) and a=28. 
Hence b,-a=2’-‘(h,-a)=2j(b-a) and bj=a+2j(b-a). If bj< -a, 
then 2j(b - a) < -a - a; i.e., 
-2na.2’< -2j.a< -(2n+3)a and j>[log,(2n+3)]+1. 
Therefore Proposition 2 holds true if j >/ [log,(2n + 3)] + 1. 
Now let H be as in (4.2); i.e., 
H=d.~za+h,(~)+&h2(IZ,e, t)+h,(J,&t)+R, (4.3) 
on A [&I for some large &, with h, E P(b), h2E P(b), h3E P(a), and 
RE P(-a). 
The Hamiltonian system is 
x . e’=aH/an=d.2/31 2fl- 1+ h;(l) + E ah,fal+ ah,/aA + aRiaA, 
H’ 2’ = - aH/ao = -E ah#% - ah,/80 - aRji?6? (4.4) 
LEMMA 5. The time 1 map @’ of the flow @’ of vector field X,, given by 
(4.4) has the intersection property on A[&]; i.e., if C is an embedded circle 
in A[&,] homotopic to a circle Iz = const in A[&], then Q’(C) n C # q5. 
Proof See [7]. 
In order to apply Moser’s twist theorem [g], we define a diffeo- 
morphism, (2, 0) H (p, O), by 
p=d.2flA2”-‘+h;(A), 8 = 8. 





+ h;‘(A) ah,/ae + h;‘(A) aft/ael, 
where ahJa8 E P(201). 
Using 2p-2+a= -~-CO, h;‘(A)EP(b--l), b-2+ac -a<O, and 
REP( -a), then dp/dt = -g,(A, 8, t)--E ah2/ae.d.2p(2p- 1) A2fi-‘. Since 
ahJae. Lzge2 E P(2a + 2/3 - 2) = P(O), for some large &,, when 1~ &, we 
have [ah2/ae.d.2j3(2fi-1);128p2 1 <K where K= K(&, a, C(tIT,), S(BT,, 
max la,(t)\, n)) is a constant and Di(ah,/ae.d.2&2/?- 1) ,128-2)~P( -I) 
for I > 0. We can also conclude that if ,I is large enough, the first term of 
the right side of the above equation belongs to P( -E, ) with E, = a/(2B - 1). 
After the transformation, the system becomes 
e’=A+f(A,e, t), 2 = -gfn, 8, t), (4.5) 
where g(l, 0, t) = g,(& 8, I) - E ah,/ae . d. Zp(2p - 1) ,128- 2 and f, g, E 
P( -E,) and periodic in t E R. One verties easily that the solutions do exist 
for 0 < t < 1 if the initial value A(O) = 3, is sufficiently large and 0 < E < .sO for 
.s suhiciently small. 
LEMMA 6. The time 1 map @’ of theflow @’ of the (4.5) is of the form: 
@:e,=e+A+f((n,e), I, = A + g(2, e). (4.6) 
Moreover for every pair (r, s) of nonnegative integers, we have 
I& GA4 .)I, IIqD”ed(l, .)I <A-p+E, 
for p > 0, sufficiently large 1, and sufficiently small E. 
Proof: Set (A.(t), e(t)) = @‘(,I, 0) with @O = id for the flow: 
A(t) = A + B(I, 8, t), e(t) = e + At + A(A, 8, t). 
Then the integral equation, 
@‘(A, e) = @“(A, e) + j; x, . @” ds, 
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for the flow is equivalent to the following equations for A and B, 
B(l, 0, t) = -{’ g(l+ B, 8 + Is + A) ds, 
0 
(4.7) 
Using the contraction principle, one verifies easily that for 1 B 1, these 
equations have a unique solution in the space {IA I < 1, IBI < 1). 
Moreover, A and B are smooth. The required estimates can then induc- 
tively be verified from (4.7). 
Now, we are in a position to prove the main results of this paper. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 0 -C E < eo, co sufficiently small and w 2 w*, w* 
sufficiently large, with 
b-p/4 2 l/2 I41 -2p6, (4.8) 
for all integers p and q # 0 and for some 6 > 0. Then there is an embedding 
Y: S’ + A[A,] of a circle, which is differentiably close to the injection map 
of the circle {w} x S’ + A[A,], and is invariant under the map F= ~0’. 
Moreover, on this invariant curve the map F is conjugated to a rotation 
with rotation number o; that is, 
Eo Y(s) = Y(s + u), for s(mod 1). (4.9) 
The solutions of the Hamiltonian system starting at time t = 0 on the 
invariant curve determine a l-periodic cylinder in the space (A., 8, t) E 
A[d,] x R, since the Hamiltonian vector field X, is periodic in time. Let 
CD’, with @J: = id be the flow of the time-independent vector field (X,, 1) on 
A [A,] x S’ and define the embedded torus Y* : T2 + A [A,] x S’ by setting 
Y*(s, 5) = @p;( Y(s - tw), 0) = (WY(s - to), T). 
In view of (4.9) with p= @‘, we have 
Yy*(s + 1, T) = Yu*(S, 5 f 1) = Yu*(S, z), 
a: 0 Yy*(s, r) = Y*(s + WI, t + t), 
(4.10) 
so that the torus Y*(T’) is invariant under the flow and the flow on 
Y*( T2) is quasi-periodic with frequencies (0, 1). This proves the statement 
of Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove the statement of Theorem 1, just 
observe that, in the original coordinates, every point (x, y) E R2 is in the 
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interior of some invariant curve of the time 1 map of the flow. The curve 
goes around the origin. Every solution is therefore confined in the interior 
of some time periodic cylinder in the space (x, y, t) generated by some 
invariant curve in the (x, y)-plane and hence is bounded. This proves 
Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Following at first the arguments of G. Morris 
[lo], we shall establish fixed points of the iterated map p”’ for every 
integer m via the Poincare-Birkhoff fixed-point Theorem [9]. 
Consider the map Em in the annulus R bounded by two invariant curves 
with rotation numbers w, = w and o2 = o + 1 satisfying (4.8), respectively. 
First we map this annulus R onto an annulus R, = {(t, q) IO < q < 1, 5 
(mod I)} bounded by concentric circles. If Yj are the embeddings of 
invariant curves (see (4.9)) having rotation numbers oj, we define the map 
@5: R+R, by 
@:(~,~)=rl~u,(O+(l-rl) Y*(5). (4.11) 
Since the embeddings Yj are differentiably close to the injective of the 
circles wj = const @J is a diffeomorphism. The induced map G := @ - ‘. F. @ 
expressed by 
G: 5, =f(5, v), 41= g(L rlh (4.12) 
satisfies f(< + 1, q)=f(<, q) and g(t+ 1, q)= g(<, q) in view of (4.9). It 
leaves the boundaries q = 0 and q = 1 invariant and satisfies on these boun- 
daries: 
f(590) = r + (32 and f(C, l)=r+o,. 
Define the map S: R, -+ R, by S(5, ‘I) = (g + 1, q). To find a periodic point 
of minimal period q 2 1 of G, for any given integer q, we let [qo] be the 
integral part of qo; i.e., qw - 1 < [qo] < qw, and an integer 0 < p < q such 
that p + [qo] and q are relatively prime. The map G, := S-p- [v’ 0 G4 on 
R, expressed by 
G,: xl =f,(L v), Y 1 = g,( 59 v )? (4.13) 
satisfies the required twist condition at the boundaries. In fact, since 
O< cr=qo- [qo] < 1, we conclude from (4.12) that 
f,(k I)--(= -P+@<O<(q-P)+~=fq(t,0)-5. 
Since G, leaves a regular measure invariant, we conclude that G, 
possesses a fixed point in RO. One verifies easily that it corresponds to a 
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periodic point of G, hence of F, with minimal period q. Because there are 
infinitely many w satisfying (4.8), so there are infinitely many periodic 
solutions of (1.2) having minimal period q. This proves Theorem 3. 
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